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The boundtiry介)r the Pragian-Enisian Stage 61obal   Strati-raphy OCS) on the basal Enisian GSSP, ratified by RI丁GSIn

StratotYPe Section and Point (GSSP) in the Lower

Devonian has beet，ratified by the ICS and the 1UGS and
is placed in a section at the Zilizil'ban Gorge in the

Kitab State Geological Reserve, 170 kin SSE of'

Samarkand, Uzbekistan, near the base（）／’the Zinzilban
Beds. The position丫the boundary ivas． selected bY the
Subcommission on Devonian StratigraphY in 1989 to
coincide with the level tit which the ph刃ogeneticsucce-
sor to the conodont Polygnathus pireneae appeared,
that is the species then named Polygnathus dehiscens

but in this report, because可uncertain ties regarding the
holot}ype可Polygnathus dehiscens, the name PolYg-
nathus kitabicus is used because the type material．加，

the latter camefirom the GSSP, although it is thought b.}
sonie to be“junior sYnonyrn可Po. dehiscens. The evo-
lutionar), seri   .   es associated with these changes has
alreadY been published. The GSSP is located ver-N, soon

after a global sea level，ise and the onset of changed
conditions. Rich．斤tunas丫other户ssil groups occur in
the Zin-ilban Formation. Several species of monograp-

tids and several gene二‘0厂brachiopods occur above the
GSSP and new subspecies (}f docryoconarid genera and

0厂brachiopods occur above the GSSP Also appearing
above the GSSP level is the tabulate coral Favosites

regularissimus which is the name-giver for the Regu-
larissimus Zone widely traced in Asia. This account

documents the record. Since the acceptance才‘this
GSSP has concluded decisions on all the Devonian svs-

tem, series and stage boundaries, comments are made

on the problems that remain, especially those resulting

加)m the fact that most of the GSSPs have been defined
in pelagic户cies, leaving outstanding their correlation
into neritic and terrestrialfiacies where auxillary strato-

types are required to provide a better international
chronostratigraphic firamework户r加ture international
scient沂c work on the Devonian Svstem.

Introduction

This report describes the recommendations of the Subcommission
on Devonian Stratigraphy (SDS) and International Commission oil

AUgUSt 1996. 1 his reconinicridation brings to a conclusion decisions
on all the systcm, series and stage hOUndarv GSSP's for the Devon-
ian Systern: the problems that rernain, partiCUlarly the establishment
ofauxilliary sections in ncritic and tcri-estrial facies are diSCUSSCd ill
a final section. The pl-CViOLls decisions on Systern, Series and Stage
boundaries have been rcportcd carlicr as foll~ : base of De\olliall
and of the Lochkovian Stage (Martinsson (ed) 1977): base of the
Pragian Stage (Chlup6} and Oliver 1989)} base of Ernsian }tagc
(described herein)} base of Middle Dc\onian and the Eifelian Stage
(Ziegler and Klapper 1985} Ziegler and Werner (eds) 1985): base of
the Givetian Staoc (Walliser and others 1995)} base of the Upper
Devonian and base ofthe Frasnian Sla}!e (Klapper and othei-, 1987):
base ofthe Fainennian StaoeI（Klappei and othcrs 1993): base、们lie
Carboni lel-OL1.1; (Paproth and othei、1991）．There have been surnjnar}
reviews by House（1988) and by Chlupi(} and Oliver（1991）ancL
with the complclion of、 DeNorilan boundary definition with this
report, a角11 and Updated report on all Dc\ onian boundaries and theii
charactensation by most fossil groLIPS is ill preparation for pUbliCa-
tion in the Courier For.vhtmgsin.}Iilut Senckenberg. Since these
boundaries were defincd in pelagic facies, some discussion is given
at the close of this contribution on the problem ofstandards and rec-
orninendations Of aLiXilliary stratotypes for neritic and terrestrial
facies.

    As a result ol、 discussion Over a number of' years, the SDS by

1989 had agreed that the most use丘il level for defining the base of
the Finsian Would be the appearance of the conodoin Polvgnathus
i1chiscens Philip and Jackson in the lineage Po. pircneae Boersina to
Po. &,hiscens (or Po. kitabicus as used here), the eVOIL]Iionar} entry
of definitive characters being held to be time specific. Since the type
area for the name Emsian, around Ems in Germany, is in neritic
facies, a serviceable boundary could not be proposed there because
of the absence of pelagic faunas which the SDS regarded as the most
useful for international correlation. Although a globally useful GSSP

had been proposed for the base of the Pragian in the vicinity of
Prague in Bohen-iia, sequences in that area about the Pragian-Ernsian
boundary had proved unsatisfactory for proposal ofa GSSP based on
pelagic faunas. Though data and proposals for potential candidate
sections foi a GSSP ]or the base of the Ernsian were considered froin

several parts of the world, only one formal submission was finally
forthcoming: the Zinzil'ban Gorge section in the Kitab Geological
State Reserve, Uzbekistan. This clearly demonstrates the superjoi
nature of the Zinzil'ban sections. The type section was visited by the
SDS in 1978 and subsequently by a special SDS party. It was
included in field trips of the International Geological Congress
Moscow 1984, as Excursion 100. "The Middle Palaeozoic of the
Southern Tien Shan" (Kim and others］984).

    The SDS has previously remarked in submissions that. for the
Devonian, faunas of pelagic sequences offer the best means lot- intci
nationally precise correlation. Such groups are represented in the
proposed sequence. Widespread international correlation seems best
facilitated hv the recommended horizon an(] }cction.
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Figure I Maps showing the position of the Kitab State Geological Reserve in Uzbekistan (southern
Tien Shan) and the position of the GSSP proposedfor the base of the Entsian. Geological map
mo晰 edfrom Kim and others, 1978.

correlation   into   other   facies.

Although noticeably thinner-bedded
than the underlying Madmon Forma-
tion (Figure 2), there is no evidence
of diasterns within the sequences
through the proposed GSSP，‘   The
suggested Global Stratotype Horizon
at the base of Bed 9/5 is located 35

cm above the top of the Madmon
Formation. The boundary between
the Khukar and Zinzil'ban Beds at

the GSSP level should not be con-

fused with the li th ostrati graphic
boundary between the Madmon and
Khodzha   Khurgan   Formations
between Units 8 and 9 (Figure 3).

    Beds through the boundary
interval yield a mixture o,f benthic
and pelagic organisms, thus provid-
ing potential for correlations to be
made into exclusively benthic as well
as exclusively pelagic faunas. Con-
odont data relative to the GSSP have

already been published (Yolkin and
others 1989, 1994); conodonts occur
in relative abundance in almost all

beds. Data on distribution of benthic

fauna have been published (Kim and
others 1984) and are summarised on

Recommended stratotype

The approved recommendation level for the GSSP to define the base
of the Emsian stage is at the base of Bed 9/5 in the Zinzil'ban See-
tion in Uzbekistan about 170 km south-southeast of Samarkand at

67018'20" east and 39012' north. The Zinzil'ban Gorge is within
the 52 km2 Kitab State Geological Reserve (Zapovednik) in Uzbek-
istan. The location of the section is shown on Figure 1. Exposures
through the proposed GSSP occur in the continuous face on the
western wall of the Zinzil'ban Gorge (Figures 1-4). The succession
forms part of a virtually continuous outcrop extending through most
of the Lower Devonian into the early Middle Devonian.

    In 1979 the Kitab State Geological Reserve was gazetted by the
Uzbek Government as a reserve for ＊ ＿
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Figure 3. Note that Yolkin and others (1994) paper refines the mea-
surements and numbers of the type section used in 1978 and 1984. A
considerable part of the shelly fauna has been formally documented
(Kim and others, 1988).

      There are minor dislocations in the massive Madmon Forma-

tion (Figure 2) well below the proposed GSSP, but the section form-
ing the basis for the GSSP is remarkably free from structural com-
plication. The conodonts, having a conodont alteration index (CAI)
of 3.5, indicate incipient metamorphism.

    On an accompanying diagram (Figure 3) the occurence of a
wide range of taxa in beds above and below the GSSP is indicated.
These should enable precision to be obtained by the study of other
groups. It may be noted that graptolites continue a short way above
the boundary; these may represent the last known occurences of the
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Samarkand, then by a ca. 45 krn
paved road to the Zapovodnik vil-
]age, from whence the section can be
reached by road and pack-track, a
distance of about 4krn (Figure 1)

    The proposed GSSP occurs in a
relatively uniform sequence of dark
micritic limestones characterized by
lack of significant abrupt fauna]
change such as would support the
view that major diastems are not
present (Figures 2, 3). An associa-
tion of benthic and pelagic facies
noted above provides potential for
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Figure 2 Photograph showing the position of the proposed GSSP in the Zinzilban Gorge section
between Beds 9514 and 9515.
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STAGE

FORMATION

BEDS

ZONE

PRAGIAN

Madmon

  Kliukar

EM STAN

Khodzha Khurgan

kindlei

21314

pireneae

｝516！718 9 ｝10｝11

              Zinzil'ban

              kilabicus

12！13！14｝15116｝17！is I19｝20｝2 1122 123 124｝251 26
CONODONTS

八Zndorinella miae

Pedavis mariannae

Eognathodus kindlei
Polygnathus pannonicus
Pot. pireneae
Pot. Aitabicus

Pot. sokolovi

八〕1. hindei

Pot. tamara

GRAPTOLITES

Monograptus craigensis craigensis
Mon. cr. mojiangensh

Mon. pacificus aivili
Mon. aequabilis
Mon. ex. gr. yukonensis
BRACHIOPODS

Gorgostrophia gorgo
Plicanoplia (P.) aff. carlsi
Devonochonetes zeravvchanicus

Carinata syrrnatica
TABULATECORALS

Favosites interstinctus

Fav. nitidus

Fav. regulatissunus
Pachyhelioplasma kettnerovae
Oculipora multiplexa
RUGOSE CORALS

Lyrielasma petchorense
Dendrostella columnatis

Farabophyllum farabicum
DACRYOCONARIDS

Viriatellina sp. A
Vir. sp. B
Nowakia n.sp. A
Now. n. sp. B
Now. acuaria ssp. A
Now. acuaria ssp. B
Styliolinids＆Homoctenids
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f igure 3 Log showing the large scale section of the Zinzil'han Gorge and the record of graptolites, brachiopods, conodonts,
corals and dacryoconarids. Note that the bed numbering given in the detailed sequence presented both in the 1978 and 1984 has
been revised to the numbering shown here; as a result Bed 9 goes down to the base of the Zinzil'ban Beds.

grouP．Also coiled goniatites aPPear a little above the boundal-y.group. Also coiled goniatites appear a little above the boundai
Very useful dacryoconarids are associated with the critical beds.

    The succession is included in the folded and thrust sequences ot
the Tien Shan ranges. The beds are steeply inclined. Nevertheless the
actual successions are readily demonstrable not only in the
Zinzil'ban Gorge section, but also in the adjacent Khodzha Khurgan
Gorge and there are other sections in the area. Metamorphism is
slight and not untypical of that to be expected of Mid-Palaeozoic
sequences.

    It seems likely, however, that for magnetostratigraphy and
goeochronometry, most advances will come from other successions
which can be correlated with the GSSP using the precise biostrati-
graphic tools provided by the work on the type section.

Conodont record

The critical incoming fauna for the boundary level is represented in
Bed 9/5 of the Zinzil'ban section corresponding to the entry ot
Polygnathus dehiscens as determined. illustrated and published by

Yolkin and others（1989, p.237-246). Following lengthy discussion
at a meeting held in Washington in July 1989, the Zinzil'ban section
received a majority vote; this was subsequently confirmed by an
SDS postal ballot and by the ratification of the International Com-
mission on Stratigraphy (ICS) and the IUGS.

    Subsequently, because it was argued that there was some ambi-
guity in the definition of Po. dehiscens, a new specific name was pro-
posed for a specimen from the GSSP section, Po. kitobicus. This was
proposed to avoid any ambiguity in the defining characteristics of the
critical form (Philip and Jackson, 1967, Mapper and Johnson, 1975).
Although some conodont workers regard this new taxon as a subjec-
tive junior synonym of Po. dehiscens. Po. kitobicus is used in this
report since it forms the basis of the only detailed published work on
the GSSP section (Yolkin,Weddige and others 1994, Yolkin, lzokh
and others 1994). Also. during the course of subsequent work on the
section, some slight modification to the original bed numbering was
adopted; attention is drawn to this is on Figure 4.

    Because of the ensemble of distinctive characters, and rapid
evolution, the Po. pireneae to Po. kitabicus lineage can be traced

助isodes, Vol. 20, no. 4
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Brachiopod record

The brachiopods in the CjSSP section enter above
the boundarv (Fi2ure 3) so that a sequence is not
demonstrated there. From c\ idcnce in Spain and
Germany (Cails and Valen/tiela-Rios 1993) it
seems clear that the ne}k level will move well-

known Siegenian brachiopod faunas into the
Ernsian. Such incon2ruities bemeen old neritic
al记ne", pelagic hOUndarjes have been usual in
the process of boundary definition for the Devon-
ian mer the years: this has emphasised the impor-
tance of establishino auxilliary stratotypes inI
facies other than pelagic as a next stage in the
" ork of the S DS
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Figure 4 Lithological colitinn of the tipper part of the Madnion Formation (units 1-8)
and the lower part of the Khodzha-Kni-gan Formation (units 9-25). Here are indicated
the conodont sampling levels (Yolkin and others 1989, 1994) and the alignment with
earlier bed numbering (Kini and others 1982, 1984).

Dacryoconarid record

In Current terminology the GSSP boundary lies
within the Zone of Nowakia acuaria (Chlupd}
｝995). Note that Alberti（1993) refers th is species
to the -emis Turkestonella. But it is clear that
there are several subspecies within the acitaria
group which should enable a inore precise chron-
olo,,N to he established. Ran,-,es of new sub-
specie,1℃c（）   Illlsc〔1 111 tlle GSSP scctiol飞a］   -e given,, recognised in the GSSP section at
on Figure 3. Alberti（1996) has listed a SUCces-
sion of named Subspecies of acuari(i but their
relation to the GSSP level is not clear. In Cicchia,
Guenchina stran,,,ulata and Noitakia muciria
cross the hOUndary (011LIPaO 1995) and are docu-
mented in the Stydle vody and Mrainorka see-
tions (Weddige 1989).

Graptolite record

Monographic treatment of the graptolites from
the GSSP sequence is still not availablc but the
present records are shown on Figure 3. In the
standard Barrandian section of Czechia, forms

identified as Monot}raptus Yukonen.}i.s range up
into levels with probable Po. dehiscens. and
queried Monogr. atopus and Monogr.／）‘，。·；万CUS
are recorded with last members ot Monogr. yuko-
nensis at a level taken to be above the GSSP level

(Chlupi(} 1995). Chlup}(} regards the tie"' bound-
ary as "basically unfortunate" and has outlined
the problems ot "first occurences" of Po. kitabi-
cus (=dehiscens) which might not be coeval but
this ignores the fact that definitive recognition of
the boundary depends on the evolutionary

internationally with ease and the incoming of forms referable to the
defining species can be readily determined. Both species are quasi-
}Iobal in distribution, occuring in sequences in Spain (Boersma,
1974), Australia (Mawson, 1987; 1995} Mawson and Talent, 1994,
Mawson and others, 1992), North America (Mapper and Johnson,
1975, Lane and Ormiston, 1979) and China (Hou and others, 1978)
as well as central Asia in Tajikistan (Bardashev and Ziegler, 1992)
and Uzbekhistan, The GSSP has a broad spectrum of other faunal
elements in the Succession giving the potential for documentation ot
other groups across the boundary although further work is needed to
reline this potential.

    Though there is globally a dearth ot instructive or well docu-
mented sequences for the definition ot the base ot the pireneae Zone.
this is (it no moment for the GSSP. Po. pireneae occurs continuously
throuL,h the critical interval. Beds 8 and 9. within which Po.kitabicus
makes its appearance at Bed 9/5. A remarkable diversihcation in

sequence of Po. pii-eneae to Po. kitabicus (=delnscens) rather than
the isolated first occurence of the latter; such a sequence has not yet
been demonstrated in Czechia.

Goniatite record

Goniatites are not relevant to the definition of the boundary. How-
ever, it should be noted that the entry of the first coiled ammonoids
occurs with the early Emsian transgression and rather higher in the
dehiscens Zone} the relay like replacement of the last graptolites
with the entry of the first coiled ammonoids is remarkable as is their
sudden international distribution (House 1996)
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aspects of the Devonian System. The recommended boundaries
however. have all been in pelagic or near-pelagic facies. In order totr
stabifise international nomenclature, it is urgent that auxilhary see-
tions are established in neritic and terrestrial facies. For some bound-

aries a correlation with neritic facies was well advanced at the time

of decision making. but clarification ot decisions by international
agreement is required. The SDS has worked closely with IGCP 328
in furthering such correlations using microvertebrates (Turner and
Blieck 1996), an approach which seems particularly promising, and
the SDS has always encouraged palynological work. It is in these
areas that progress is most likely to be made. Finally, there is the fact
that, as now defined, the Famennian and Emsian stages represent
substantial time divisions in the Devonian which may usefully have
internationally agreed formal subdivisions.
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Figure 5 Diagram illustratuig the evolution of polygnathid
conodont taxa, and particularly the entry qf Po4gnathus
kitabicus at the GSSP level at the boundary oj the pireneae and
kitabicus Conodont Zones (inodifiedfrom Yolkin and others,
1994)

Geochronology

Due to the absence of volcanic or ash bands, possibilities for
g(leochronometry are not good at the 6SSR but refined placing of the
boundary level in other areas using the proposed conodont boundary
give ample opportunity for this in other areas.

Magnetostratigraphy

Work on magnetostratioraphy of the section has been undertaken
and is due to be published shortly.

Sequence stratigraphy

As has been already remarked, the boundary between the Madmon
and Khodzha-Kur-an Formations shows a change in bedding with
the entry of thin-bedded units: this is thought to correspond to a
global sea-level rise which will be important when seismo-strati-
graphic terminology is established in the Devonian. This level is
assumed to correspond to the global eListatic rise at the base of
Depophase lb in the terminology ot Johnson and others（］985). 1 his
should provide a tool for seismic stratigraphical work in other areas.

Framework for the solution of

international problems in the the
Devonian

The definition of GSSP's for all the system,series and stage divisions
has provided a precise frannework for modern geological work on all
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